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Approved Minutes 
 

Main Committee Meeting 
Omni Shoreham Hotel 

Diplomat Room 
2500 Calvert Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20008 

June 20, 2004 
(9:00 AM – Noon) 

 
1. Call to Order – Petersen 

Chairman Petersen called the meeting to order at 9:00 AM.  Those in attendance 
introduced themselves and attendance sheets were circulated.  (See Attachment 1 for 
list of attendees.) 

 

2. Approval of Agenda – Petersen 
The agenda (see Attachment 2) was reviewed.  Following a motion by Blick and a 
second by D’Andrea, the Agenda was approved as submitted. 

 

3. Approval of December 7, 2003 Minutes – Petersen 
Following a motion by Murphy and a second by Cohen, the minutes of the December 
ICES meeting were approved as submitted. 

 

4. Executive Secretary’s Report – Adair/Petersen 
a) Minutes of ICES ExCom Teleconferences and ExCom meetings 

ICES ExCom teleconferences were held on 23 April and 10 May, 2004.  The 
minutes of these ExCom meetings were each approved at the succeeding ExCom 
meeting.  The April teleconference featured a response from Jerome S. Puskin of 
the EPA to a letter sent by Adair to the Chief Administrative Officer of the EPA’s 
Office of Air and Radiation.  The response stated that “participation of EPA staff 
in ICES standards setting activities is not an option we choose.  However, we do 
appreciate the invitation to EPA staff to attend ICES meetings in a 
nonparticipating observer status.”  These actions were related to the IAWG 
meeting held with selected SC-4 members on 23 September, 2003.  Other items 
discussed included progress on the IEEE C95.1 draft revision, a meeting with 
IEEE staff on 23 February, 2004 concerning restructuring of ICES, Chairman 
Petersen’s meeting with the SASB “SCC ad hoc” committee on 23 March, and a 
revision of the ICES brochure.  Additional items concerned new ICES members, a 
report of the Asia-Pacific EMF Conference in Bangkok, plans for the ICES 
meetings in Washington DC in June, and the success of the SC-3 short course at 
CEA in Canada on the IEEE C95.6 standard.  It was decided a second short 
course will be given on 16 June, 2004 prior to the SCC-34 and SCC28 meetings.
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The 10 May ExCom teleconference was informal and consisted of discussions 
related to the exorbitant preliminary charges, negotiated by BEMS, for the use of 
meeting rooms by ICES committees, including room charges, assorted charges for 
audio-visual items and catering, plus local taxes, service charge, and a 20% 
management fee on the total.  Varanelli stated that the complete bill submitted to 
ICES approached $13,000.  Solutions to the problem included separating out the 
short course and SCC-34 plus cutting back on catering, audio-visual, etc.  The 
possibility of some support from Siemens and Motorola was mentioned.  
Separation of ICES from BEMS next year in Dublin was strongly urged by 
several ExCom members.  McManus volunteered to help make arrangements for 
the ICES meetings in Dublin. 

The ICES ExCom met at the Omni Shoreham Hotel on 18 June, 2004.  Bill Ash, 
IEEE Staff Liaison, met with us but two ExCom members (McManus and 
Osepchuk) were unable to attend.  Adair reported that the IEEE ICES/COST 281 
Thermal Physiology Workshop, to be held at INERIS (north of Paris) on 22 – 24 
September, 2003 was on track.  Information about the workshop has been placed 
on the ICES website and many scientists, engineers, and modelers have already 
agreed to participate.  Financial support has come in from EOARD, INERIS, and 
COST 281; others are being solicited.  Each participant will pay a $200 
Registration Fee that will help support the final banquet at Chantilly.  The 
Workshop will be preceded by a 2-day COST 281 Workshop on EMF Exposure 
Assessment, to be held on 20 – 21 September at the Senate building in Paris.  
Plans are underway for a dinner cruise on the Seine River for Tuesday evening, 
21 September, that will feature the illuminated Eiffel Tower and other famous 
sites. 

b) Short Course on IEEE Standard C95.6 – Petersen 
The SC-3 Short Course was given, for the second time, on Wednesday, 16 June 
2004 at the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel.  Petersen reported that once again the 
course was excellent.  Pat Reilly and Kent Jaffa both gave highly professional 
presentations.  A sufficient number of people attended the course so that ICES 
will at least break even on the room rental, facilities, and catering.  Copies of the 
C95.6 standard were not distributed to attendees but, in future courses, 
participants can buy a copy, at reduced price, at the meeting or order it via e-mail.  
ExCom members asked that the course outline be sent out with the minutes of this 
meeting and also be posted on the ICES website.  Suggestions for other venues 
for the Short Course included NEMA, San Antonio (December, 2004), and 
Dublin (June, 2005). 
 

5. IEEE Standards Activities Report –Ash 

a) Bill Ash, the IEEE Staff Liaison to ICES, had several items to discuss with us, the 
first of which was the new change in sponsor balloting.  This new system is called 
“My Ballot” and is user-friendly and fully electronic.  Excel files will be 
implemented and we will be able to see all the projects together, edit the text, etc.  
Volunteers will test it out in the next month or so and Bill projects that it will 
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probably be ready to roll out in early 2005.  This new system will involve more 
hands-on for the sponsor, better controls, and improved balloting tools. 

b) Bill next discussed changes in voting procedures for Working Groups, i.e., 
changes in Policies and Procedures for balloting.  We must remember that the 
“not-for-profit law” must be upheld.  Abstentions will no longer be counted as 
“no”s when balloting on draft standards, i.e., the results will be the ratio of the 
“yes’s” to the sum of the “yes’s” and “no’s”.  Abstentions will only be counted as 
a response to a ballot. 

c) A new rule has been proposed that has to do with when a balloted standard must 
be revised.  When an approved standard has more than 3 amendments and/or 
corrigendas accumulated over a period of 3 years, the standard must be revised to 
include the amendments and/or corrigendas and re-balloted. 

d) IEEE staff are working on a model P& P for Working Groups (WG).  Until now 
the P & Ps pertained only to the sponsor level.  The WG adopts and sets the 
guidelines, but accountability, liability, etc. are no longer the responsibility of the 
WG.  These changes should not affect SCC28 or SCC34.  We always include 
procedures for the SCs in the P & Ps, in future we need to put in all the steps. 

e) Projects: The type of ballot on a draft standard at the SC level and at the Sponsor 
level was discussed.  For a Sponsor ballot, the choice is individual vs. 
organizational only, as required by ANSI.  Bill said that all our ballots will be 
individual.  The Sponsor will choose the individual interest categories up front.  
Chairman Petersen expressed his appreciation that Bill Ash attends our meetings 
and answers all of our questions.  He is a great help to us in keeping up with the 
current changes in Policies and Procedures within the IEEE. 
 

6. Chairman’s Report – Petersen 

a) Certificate of Appreciation  

Petersen awarded Past Chairman Adair a certificate of appreciation on behalf of 
the IEEE SA for her tireless work and contributions to SCC28 and ANSI ASC 
C95 before that.   

b) New members of ICES. 
Chairman Petersen announced three new members of ICES.  These are: 

Dr. Masateru Ikehata (present) 
Ms. Nisakorn Mantrakul (present) 
Dr. Paolo Ravazzani (unable to be present) 

Those present were asked to stand and be recognized.  ICES members look 
forward to working with them.  Chairman Petersen announced that there are now 
118 members of ICES, representing 22 countries.  The percentage of non-US 
ICES members is about the same distribution percentage as for the IEEE as a 
whole. 

c) ICES Status – IEEE SASB 
Petersen announced that he would present the status of ICES to the SASB 
RevCom next Thursday, 24 June at IEEE Headquarters.  He has prepared a slide 
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show for that event (see Attachment 3) and he presented this to the ExCom last 
Friday evening.  His title is “Standards for the Use of Electromagnetic Energy: 
International Harmonization.  Future Role for the IEEE. A Proposal to the IEEE 
SASB.”  The slide show ends with a Proposal – Motion:  “The IEEE Standards 
Board agrees in principle to create a new SCC, SCC-39, with the combined scope 
of both the current SCC-28 and SCC-34.  These two SCC’s will then become 
Technical Committees (TC-95 and TC-34) under SCC-39”.  The activities of the 
TCs will remain the same as always.  Further, the SCs will also remain the same.  
ICES will function as an umbrella but will have an administrative function only. 
International harmonization is a major goal of this new SCC-39. 

There were some questions and comments from the audience.  C.K. Chou 
questioned the ability of ICES to harmonize with ICNIRP since the two are 
structured very differently.  ICES has an open process and welcomes new 
members.  ICNIRP has a closed process and only a small number of self-selected 
members.  D’Andrea asked who will select the Chairman, AdCom members, etc. 
to run the new SCC-39.  Petersen replied that these people are not designated yet; 
perhaps someone from the IEEE Board of Governors will undertake this task.  
Bill Ash noted that SCC-39 will be a rather unique organization and a little like a 
society – it must be an SCC in order to report to the SASB.  Someone asked if the 
WHO would be represented.  Cohen suggested representatives from the Broadcast 
Society and MTT-S.  Brecher commented that ANSI recognizes ICES standards 
as both national and international.  There is an implication that the new C95.1 
standard, coupled with C95.6 would be useful for the economic impact on 
products for industry.  Petersen said this was a good point that should be 
addressed and could be the basis for a policy paper. 

d) Report on Standards, PARs, and Balloting  
Petersen said that the changes in the PAR for C95.7 will be approved at next 
week’s SASB meetings.  In addition, Ric Tell needs to initiate the ICES balloting 
process for approval of the draft C95.7 Recommended Practice with Respect to an 
RF Safety Program.  We have learned that the IEEE Power Engineering Society 
also is working on a draft safety program for utility workers who work on towers 
on which wireless communications antennas are located.  Chairman Petersen has 
contacted their representative for discussions on the similarities and differences of 
the two programs.  We will move forward and will work together to avoid 
conflicts.  Petersen also said that there is an issue with balloting the SC-4 
amendment that will be aired at the RevCom next week.  David Fichtenberg, who 
did not vote on the original ballot for the pinna amendment, submitted new 
information during recirculation, as he had done before on the ballot for C95.6, 
that he feels should have caused another recirculation.  Petersen has responded to 
David’s comments; David will be allowed 35 minutes for a presentation at the 
RevCom meeting, Petersen will be in attendance.  Regarding balloting groups, 
Bill Ash noted that once a balloting group is formed, it is locked in 

e) SCC-34 Activities 
Petersen reported information from the SCC-34 meeting held on 17 June.  The 
first SCC-34 standard was published in November 2003.  It concerns assessment 
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of the SAR from wireless handsets using measurement techniques.  A CAD file of 
the SAM phantom head was not included with the balloted standard but will be 
included with an amendment, available as a CD ROM or from a web file.  A 
second working group has had a PAR for some time to develop a similar standard 
using numerical techniques.  However, the scope of the working group has been 
changing and that PAR may be withdrawn or an extension may be requested. 

f) IEC TC-106 Activities 
Kathy MacLean reported on these activities in detail at Thursday’s SCC-34 
meeting.  Petersen briefly summarized the activities as completely limit-
independent exposure assessment standards and truly international; TC106 was 
organized in 2000, the first plenary meeting was in Montreal in 2000 and the 
committee is flourishing today.  There are 5 Working Groups and 7 project teams, 
and 2 projects are in the CDV stage.  Project topics include ELF induced currents, 
product family standards, general RF guidelines 100 kHz – 300 GHz, handsets, 
base stations, and human exposure harmonization between IEEE and IEC.   
 

7. Vice Chairman’s Report – Bodemann 

a) Update on the EC directive 
The admission of member states to EC has required about 4 years.  Ralf reported 
that on 21 April the EC presented a mandate to CENELEC for the development of 
standards, calculations, detailed risk assessment methods, etc. for workplaces and 
workers.  This mandate includes cooperation (harmonization) with other 
standards-setting bodies such as ICNIRP and ICES.  For example, EMF standards 
are international and must be coordinated with other international bodies.  He 
believes that ICES should participate with the CENELEC activity through TC-
106.  He suggested that Joe Wiart and Phil Chadwick, both ICES members, could 
personally contact CENELEC to initiate the input of Ron Petersen, ICES Chair.  

b) Report on meetings in Spain 
Bodemann reported on the two meetings in Spain, which he attended.  The first 
meeting was held in Seville and for the most part was a workshop organized by 
ICNIRP.  He noted that for the first time the IEEE logo appeared with the ICNIRP 
logo on some slides and was proud to see this.  There were 270 attendees at the 
workshop, 31 talks and 51 posters concerning various topics (see Attachment 4).  
There was also an URSI workshop on Medical Applications of EMF that provided 
10 talks.  Highlights of the programs included a talk by Bernhardt on “Subjective 
Effects (e.g., seasickness) during MRI,” a talk by Vecchia on the Framework of 
the Precautionary Principle, a report by E. van Deventer on WHO activities and 
the IARC – 2006 mission.  Nice talks on wireless communication were given by 
Larry Anderson and Maila Hietanen, both of whom mentioned the white papers 
from SC-4.  Paolo Vecchia gave an important talk toward the end that concerned 
the revision of the ICNIRP guidelines.  There will be a new revised assessment of 
EMF exposures, but the risk will be the same.  He stated that there will be 
continuity in the ICNIRP standards, including a science basis, so that there will be 
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no need to change the numbers.  Also described was a process for including a 
‘study’ that bypasses science and leads to policies that take care of public health 
concerns.  Bodemann said that much research was reported but there were few 
positive findings.  A CD of the proceedings is available.  The second meeting, 
held in Madrid, was that of IRPA.  The venue was the Congress Palace where the 
Spanish Ministries hold forth.  A total of 1180 papers were presented, 55 on Infra 
Red, 20 on Optics, 35 on RF/MW, and the remainder on ionizing radiation.  Ralf 
presented a paper that was very well received and, through Ralf, Masateru Ikehata 
requested membership in ICES.  The Plenary Session concerned EMF and cancer; 
Repacholi and Veyret were the speakers.  There was no relationship demonstrated 
between EMF and cancer, but the WHO Precautionary Framework was presented.  
There were accurate reports of these meetings by RF Gateway. 
 

8. Treasurer’s Report - Varanelli 

Varanell presented the spread sheet of charges proposed by BEMS for the ICES 
meetings in Washington, DC.  He predicted that the deficit could be more than $3000, 
even though drastic reductions in room facilities and beverage service have been 
taken.  He will not be in a position to give a final report until all charges have been 
posted.  In the meantime, he suggests that from now on ICES should make meeting 
arrangements independently of BEMS. 
 

9. Report of International Liaison Chairman – Murphy 

a) Meetings 
Murphy reported that the Asia-Pacific Conference in Bangkok, Thailand was a 
great success (see Attachment 5).  It was co-sponsored by the WHO, U.S. Air 
Force Research Laboratory, Thai Ministry of Public Health, Health Canada, 
AFOSR, EOARD, AOARD, and several others.  (Ms. Nisakorn Manatrakul, head 
of the Thai delegation and new ICES member, will speak to us shortly.)  More 
than 140 scientists and government officials from 24 countries met to discuss 
research, health effects, and standards.  The first day was a series of tutorials at 
the Ministry of public Health that was attended by ~200 people.  A review of this 
conference appeared in the BEMS Newsletter of January/February, 2004.  Other 
conferences this year included a Course in Methodology in Bioelectromagnetic 
Investigations held in Erice, 21 – 27 April; a Workshop on RF Fields and 
Expression of Stress Proteins held in Helsinki, 28 – 29 April; the ICNIRP 
Workshop held in Sevilla, 20 – 22 May; the IRPA meeting in Madrid, 23 – 28 
May; and the 9th IAC meeting, by invitation only, in Istanbul, 7 – 8 June.  
Forthcoming meetings this year include the Bioelectromagnetics Society 26th 
Annual Meeting, Washington DC, 21 – 24 June; International Conference – 
Mobile Communication and Health, Moscow, 20 – 23 September; COST 281: 
EMF Exposure Assessment Workshop, Paris, 20 – 21 September; Joint 
ICES/COST 281 Thermal Physiology Workshop, Paris, 22 – 24 September; Third 
International Workshop on Bioeffects of EMF, Kos (Greece), 4 – 8 October; and 
an International Seminar on Standards and EMF Exposure, Ljubljana (Slovenia), 
8 – 9 November. 
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b) Invited Talk – Ms. Nisakorn Manatrakul  

The 1st invited talk was presented by Ms. Nisakorn Manatrakul, new ICES 
member from Thailand (see Attachment 6 for slides).  The speaker discussed 
studies concerning microwave oven leakage and concluded that there were no 
hazardous effects.  She also discussed biological effects from overhead power 
lines and concluded again that there were no hazardous effects.  She did propose 
some serious concerns with respect to use of mobile phones and base stations for 
which they are developing a voluntary standard, similar to that of the state of 
Florida. 

c) Invited Talk – Kathy Maclean 
Kathy Maclean presented an update on IEC TC106 activities (see Attachment 7 
for slides).  She stated up front that the IEC generates no exposure limits or 
mitigation effects and is truly international.  This effort started in 2000 in 
Montreal.  R.C. Petersen is the Committee Chairman.  They hold many meetings, 
have five active Working Groups (WG), 7 project teams, and 2 projects are in the 
CDV stage.  WGs 1 and 2 concern ELF and induced currents, WGs 3 and 4 
concern RF/MW from 100 kHz – 300 GHz, and WG 5 covers all (catch all).  
Some examples of projects are: WG 1, Project 62226 (Deschamps) covers 0 – 100 
kHz; WG 2, Project 62233 (Roux), covers product family standards for domestic 
appliances and human exposure; WG 3, Project 62334 (Baron) covers general RF 
guidelines for measurement and assessment of human exposure, 100 kHz – 300 
GHz, a CD is forthcoming; WG 4, Project 62209 (MacLean) covers handsets and 
body mounted radios, Project 62232 (Zollman) covers mobile radio base stations 
with a narrow focus of 110 MHz – 6 GHz, and Project 62369 (Brooker)covers 
human exposure assessments (0 – 300 GHz) and has 2 parts: Part 1, electronic 
article surveillance systems, and Part 2, alarms, asset tracking, 
telecommunications and control; and WG 5, Project 62311 (MacLean) covers a 
general product standard involving compliance of electronic/electrical apparatus 
and basic restrictions related to human exposure (0 – 300 GHz).  Harmonization 
between IEEE and IEC is very important and duplication is minimized.  An 
example of this is the collaborative work of IEC TC-106 and IEEE SC-34. 

d) Invited Talk – Sheila Johnston 
Sheila Johnston presented a talk on the Children’s Sensitivity Workshop in 
Istanbul, 9 – 10 June 2004 (see Attachment 8 for slides).  At this open meeting, a 
major focus was on childhood leukemia and the potential for hazards to children 
from mobile phone and base station fields.  Both ELF- and RF-based studies were 
presented.  Gerd Friedrich reported two papers on the use of mobile phones by 
teenagers, both of which had negative outcomes.  He suggested that the COST 
281 website had some additional material on this topic.  Johnston reported that 
since the year 2000, precaution has been mandated on the use of cell phones by 
children in the United Kingdom.  The basis for the UK limits can be found in the 
famous Stewart Report.  However, all of the current science shows that none of 
this is true.  The Chief medical Officers in the UK are pushing the need to also 
implement precaution with regard to ELF exposure of children.  Paolo Vecchia 
took apart all of these arguments and insisted that there was no need for any 
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special approaches for children and this conclusion is based on science.  
Nevertheless, the WHO continues to propose their framework for precaution 
against ELF and EMF fields that should be reflected in standards documents.  
Johnston suggested that ICES should send a note to the WHO with regard to the 
IEEE position on this matter.  Meltz agreed that we should challenge the WHO 
and wonders why no one is presenting the case that the Precautionary Principle 
should only be necessary for real “hazards”. 
 

10. Report on Fundraising – Petersen/Osepchuk 
No report was given because ICES is not yet in a position to do this. 
 

11. Reports from the Subcommittees – Petersen 

a) SC-1 – Bassen 
Bassen reported that Wolfgang Kainz from the FDA is the new Secretary of SC-1.  
There was a review of assignments and a decision that IEEE 1460 (2002) appears 
to be a good candidate for a dual-logo IEC/IEEE standard.  Bassen reported that a 
skeleton draft of C95.3.1 Measurements and Computations for frequencies from 
0 – 100 kHz has been developed.  He asked for a review of the preliminary 
sections of the draft.  The definitions are being worked on, references are in place, 
and much of the draft will be completed by August.  The next sections include 
scope, outline (Baron), implementation, measurements (Casamento?), induced 
body currents, theoretical body currents (Baron or Tell?), induced currents 
(Kuster?), and measurement of potentially hazardous fields (Umdenstock).  Thus, 
the draft will cover medical devices, including techniques and measurements, 
induced and contact currents, theoretical calculations (W. Kainz), and computer 
models.  Bassen plans to send out a draft to committee members by 30 August 
and requests that all written material be sent to Kainz by that date.  The next SC-1 
meeting will be held in San Antonio in December. 

b) SC-2 – Tell 
Ric Tell reported that SC-2 consists of 61 individuals, of which 23 are observers, 
and 34 members attended the meeting.  The new PAR for C95.7 was submitted 
and will be reviewed by RevCom and the SASB meeting next week. The meeting 
concentrated on a review of the C95.7 document that outlines an RF Safety 
Program.  The current draft was balloted by the members of SC-2 last winter and 
400+ comments were incorporated into the draft.  The committee discussed how 
all these comments were handled.  There was also a discussion as to the status of 
the glossary of RF safety terms.  The task now is to fine tune the draft and then 
submit it to ICES for sponsor balloting.  Varanelli moved, Hatfield seconded a 
motion that Ric and Dave make appropriate revisions and prepare to send the 
document to the Parent Committee for ballot.  Art also noted that C95.7, when 
approved by the SASB, would make a good source for a Short Course.  Chairman 
Tell hopes to report the balloting results at the December meeting. 
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c) SC-3 – Bodemann 
In the absence of the Chairs and Secretary of SC-3, Ralf Bodemann chaired the 
meeting and Eleanor Adair served as Secretary.  Bodemann revisited the two 
short courses that had been held and gave high praise to Pat Reilly and Kent Jaffa 
for their excellent performances.  Fortunately, there were sufficient attendees so 
that ICES did not lose money on either of the short courses.  Plans were discussed 
for additional short courses, such as in San Antonio in December 2004 and 
Dublin, Ireland in June 2005, with the hope that both Pat and Kent will be 
available.  In response to a request, an outline of the short course will be posted 
on the ICES website.  An Application Guide for the standard will soon be 
underway.  Thanh Dovan will chair the WG and Dan Bracken will help out.  The 
first step is an outline.  Pat Reilly proposed a list of topics including measurement 
techniques for demonstrating compliance, measurement and calculation 
techniques for basic restrictions, application of anatomical models, interpretation 
specifications when the B field is non-uniform, protection levels for ungrounded 
people and objects, environmental limits for static E fields, basic restrictions for 
extremities, compatibility with draft contact currents, compliance with induced 
currents, chronic low-level CNS effects, monitoring chronic exposure effects, etc.  
An Interpretations Working Group has been set up to handle requests for 
interpretation of the standard; Bill Ash will assist the group.  The Long-term 
Effects Statement WG, chaired by Tom McManus has not yet acted.  Van Rongen 
and Bodemann are the other members of this WG.  Dovan wrote that the demand 
for a revised statement is less and the statement in the standard will do for now.  
Varanelli moved that this WG be disbanded and this was the sense of the meeting. 
Reilly asked if it would be useful to create a new WG to keep up with future 
events/effects.  Bodemann suggested that Reilly create such a WG.  Petersen 
noted that the standard is now 1.5 years old and soon and consideration as to 
whether it will be reaffirmed or revised should begin.  

d) SC-4 – D’Andrea 
SC-4 met on Saturday and approximately 70 members were present.  Draft 1.8 of 
the C95.1 revision had been recently balloted by SC-4 members following 8 
Revision WG meetings and 2 Editorial WG meetings.  The votes on version 1.8 
were as follows: 83 persons signed up for the balloting group, 73 persons returned 
ballots.  Of these 26 approved with no comments, 24 approved with comments, 12 
voted no with comments, and 11 persons abstained.  There were about 300 
comments by those who voted.  The Chairs worked through the draft and 
discussed many sections of the draft, including the normative section, chaired by 
Ric Tell.  The most important discussion involved the lower tier and the effects of 
the Dimbylow data on the configuration of that tier.  A definition of “science” or 
“science-based” was requested.  A rationale for the 100 – 300 GHz ramp is 
required.  A discussion of the pinna amendment was elaborate and contested by 
several people.  Annex A was not discussed.  Annex B requires mostly editorial 
changes and most will be accepted.  Annex C received considerable attention and 
additions and considerable editing are necessary.  Annex D needs some technical 
changes that were discussed.  Many action items were assigned and all revised 
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material should be completed by 30 August.  A new draft revision will then be 
prepared for recirculation balloting, sometime in early Fall. 

e) SC-5 – DeFrank 
Members of SC-5 met Thursday afternoon.  The IEEE Spectrum article on cell 
phones and gas stations was published in April, 2004.  Drew Koban was unable to 
be here because he is attending the Army War College.  DeFrank announced that 
a DoD Explosive Safety Seminar will be held on 24 – 26 August at the Marriott 
Riverwalk Hotel in San Antonio.  Blasting caps will be included in this seminar.  
Another question posed related to the distance requirements for EEDs.  There is a 
paper in progress on which one of the talks is based.  A threshold power density 
of 40 mW/cm² has been defined and this resembles the SC-3 work on 
electrostimulation.  John DeFrank said that he had to step down as co-chair of SC-
5.  John Needy has agreed to replace him. 
 

12. New Business 
Kathy MacLean presented Ron Petersen with the IEEE International Award for his 
continuing activities in ICES, TC 106, SCC-34 and great influence worldwide in 
matters related to standards-setting.  Ron was greatly honored by this award.  
 

13. Plans for Future Meetings – Petersen 
The next ICES meetings will be held at the Doubletree Hotel Airport in San Antonio, 
Texas. A C95.6 Short Course will probably be held on Wednesday, 1 December and 
the ICES SCs and Parent Committee will meet from 2 – 5 December (noon).  
Announcements including a Registration Form will be mailed to all participants in 
September. 

14. Adjournment – Petersen 

Blick moved to adjourn and Varanelli seconded.  The meeting was adjourned at 12:05 
PM. 
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List of Attendees 
 

IEEE ICES Meeting 
Omni Shoreham Hotel 

Washington, DC 
 

June 20, 2004 
0900 – Noon 

 
 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

1.  Adair Eleanor Independent Consultant US M eadair@comcast.com 

2.  Ash Bill IEEE US O w.ash@ieee.org 

3.  Baron Dave Holaday EMF Measurement US M d.baron@ieee.org 

4.  Bassen Howard FDA/CDRH US M hib@cdrh.fda.gov 

5.  Blick Dennis Independent Consultant US M dblick@satx.rr.com 

6.  Bodemann Ralf Siemens AG DE M ralf.bodemann@siemens.com 

7.  Brecher Aviva US Dept Transportation US M brecher@volpe.dot.gov 

8.  Chikamoto Kazuhiko JANUS JP O chika@janus.co.jp 

9.  Chou C.K. Motorola, Inc. US M ck.chou@motorola.com 

10.  Cohen Jules Independent Consultant US M jcohen@denny.com 

11.  D'Andrea John Naval Health Res Ctr. US M john.dandrea@navy.brooks.af.mil 

12.  Glaser Marne Gen Public US O marne325@netzero.com 

13.  Haes Donald Independent Consultant US M haes@mit.edu 

14.  Hatfield Jim Hatfield & Dawson US M hatfield@hatdaw.com 
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 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

15.  Hanna Bob DCMNR, Ireland IE O bob.hanna@dcmnr.gov.ie 

16.  Hubbard Roy ESKOM/TSI ZA O roy.hubbard@eskom.co.za 

17.  Ikehata Masateru Railway Tech Res Inst JP M ikehata@rtri.or.jp 

18.  Johnston Sheila Independent Consultant US M sajohnston@btclick.com 

19.  Joyner Ken Motorola AU M ken.joyner@motorola.com 

20.  Lathrop Janet Resource Strategies Inc US O jclathrop@fcgnetworks.net 

21.  MacLean Kathy APPREL Labs CA O kathym@apprel.com 

22.  Mantiply Ed FCC/OET US M ed.mantiply@fcc.gov 

23.  Manatrakul Nisakorn Ministry of Public Health TH M nisakorn@health.moph.go.th 

24.  Mason Patrick USAF/AFRL/HEDR US M patrick.mason@brooks.af.mil 

25.  Maurer Stewart Ind Consultant US M maureremf@juno.com 

26.  McKenzie Ray Telstra Res Labs AU M ray.mckenzie@team.telstra.com 

27.  McNamee James Health Canada CA M james_mcnamee@nc-sc.gc.ca 

28.  Meltz Martin Univ of TX, Hlth Sci Ctr US M meltz@uthscsa.edu 

29.  Mercer Christopher Vodacom ZA O mercer@vodacom.co.za 

30.  Murphy Michael AFRL/HEDR US M michael.murphy@brooks.af.mil 

31.  Nappert Hughes Industry Canada CA O nappert.hughes@ic.gc.ca 

32.  Osepchuk John Full Spectrum Consulting US M j.m.osepchuk@ieee.org 

33.  Petersen Ronald Independent Consultant US M r.c.petersen@ieee.org 

34.  Reilly J. Patrick Metatec Associates US M jpreilly@ieee.org 

35.  Roberts Brad US Army CHPPM US M brad.roberts@us.army.mil 

36.  Tell Richard Richard Tell Assoc. Inc. US M rtell@radhaz.com 
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 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

37.  Thansandote Art Health Canada CA M art_thansandote@hc-sc.gc.ca 

38.  Uebayashi Shinji NTT DoCoMo JP O uebayashi@mlab.yrp.nttdocomo.co.jp 

39.  Varanelli Arthur Raytheon Company US M a.g.varanelli@ieee.org 

40.  Watanabe Soichi NICT  JP O wata.nict.go.jp 

41.  Willyard Cassandra Gateway Information Serv US O cassiew@rs-inc.com 

42.  Yoo Done-Sik ETRI KR M dsyoo@etri.re.kr 

M =Member 
O =Observer 

U
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14. Adjournment: Petersen   

13. Plans for Future Meetings: Petersen 

12. New Business: Petersen 

12. Reports from the Subcommittees: Petersen 

11. Report on ICES and Fundraising: Petersen/Osepchuk 

 
 

Preliminary Agenda 
 

Main Committee Meeting 
Omni Shoreham Hotel 

2500 Calvert Street, NW 
Washington, DC  20008 

June 20, 2004 
(9:00 AM – Noon) 

1. Call to Order: Petersen 

2. Approval of Agenda: Petersen 

3. Approval of December 7, 2004 Minutes: Petersen 

4. Executive Secretary’s Report: Adair 

5. IEEE Standards Activities Report: Ash 

6. Chairman’s Report:  Petersen 

7. Vice Chairman’s Report: Bodemann  

8. Treasurer’s Report: Varanelli 

9. Membership Chairman’s Report: McManus 

 Update on activities in Europe McManus 

10. International Liaison Chairman’s Report: Murphy 
 EMF concerns and standards in Thailand Nisakorn 
 IEC TC106 Activities  Petersen 
 CENELEC Activities  Bodemann 

 



Standards for the Use of Standards for the Use of 
Electromagnetic Energy:Electromagnetic Energy:

International HarmonizationInternational Harmonization

FutureFuture Role for IEEERole for IEEE

A Proposal to the IEEE SASBA Proposal to the IEEE SASB

R PetersenR Petersen

20 June, 200420 June, 2004
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ISSUESISSUES
•• No open international forum for the No open international forum for the 

development of rational, sciencedevelopment of rational, science--based based 
standards for the use of electromagnetic standards for the use of electromagnetic 
energy (EME) energy (EME) 

•• No international harmonization of No international harmonization of 
standards for the use of EMEstandards for the use of EME

•• No recognition of IEEE as a developer of No recognition of IEEE as a developer of 
EME safety standards for international EME safety standards for international 
useuse



IEEE Committees: ICES (SCCIEEE Committees: ICES (SCC--28)28)

History:History:
•• Established in 1960 as USASI (now ANSI) Committee C95 Established in 1960 as USASI (now ANSI) Committee C95 

(Sponsored by the IRE and the US Navy Dept)(Sponsored by the IRE and the US Navy Dept)
oo Small committee (6 members)Small committee (6 members)

•• Became ANSI Accredited Standards Committee C95 in the mid Became ANSI Accredited Standards Committee C95 in the mid 
19801980’’ss

•• Became IEEE SCC 28 under the sponsorship of the IEEE Became IEEE SCC 28 under the sponsorship of the IEEE 
Standards Board in 1990Standards Board in 1990

•• Title Title ““International Committee on Electromagnetic SafetyInternational Committee on Electromagnetic Safety””
(ICES) approved by the IEEE(ICES) approved by the IEEE--SASB in 2000SASB in 2000

oo Large committee (114 members on the main committee Large committee (114 members on the main committee –– more more 
than onethan one--third from outside the US representing 20 countries third from outside the US representing 20 countries ––
more than 300 members total more than 300 members total –– including the subcommittees)including the subcommittees)



IEEE Committees: ICES (SCCIEEE Committees: ICES (SCC--28)28)

Scope:Scope:
Development of standards for the use of Development of standards for the use of 
electromagnetic energy in the range of 0electromagnetic energy in the range of 0 Hz to Hz to 
300 GHz relative to the potential hazards of 300 GHz relative to the potential hazards of 
exposure of man, volatile materials, and explosive exposure of man, volatile materials, and explosive 
devices to such energydevices to such energy

Develops maximum permissible exposure values for Develops maximum permissible exposure values for 
human exposure, generic measurement standards, and human exposure, generic measurement standards, and 
standards for RF safety programs, warning symbols, standards for RF safety programs, warning symbols, 
etc.etc.



IEEE Committee: SCCIEEE Committee: SCC--3434

History:History:
Established/approved by the IEEE Standards Board Established/approved by the IEEE Standards Board 
in 1995in 1995

Scope:Scope:
Development of product performance standards for Development of product performance standards for 
specific products that emit EM energy.  specific products that emit EM energy.  

•• Develops product performance standards, e.g., emission Develops product performance standards, e.g., emission 
limits, expressed in terms of easily measured parameters limits, expressed in terms of easily measured parameters 
that are directly derived from the basic restrictions and that are directly derived from the basic restrictions and 
safety criteria of  safety criteria of  IEEE C95.1 and C95.6

•• Develops standards for assessing product complianceDevelops standards for assessing product compliance



DistinctionsDistinctions

SCCSCC--2828
Develops standards/practices/guides that Develops standards/practices/guides that 
apply to apply to peoplepeople, e.g., exposure limits, e.g., exposure limits

SCCSCC--3434
Develops standards/practices/guides that Develops standards/practices/guides that 
apply to apply to productsproducts, e.g., emission limits, e.g., emission limits



Internationally Recognized Internationally Recognized 
Organizations with Similar ScopeOrganizations with Similar Scope

•• SCCSCC--28 28 International Commission on International Commission on 
NonNon--Ionizing Radiation Protection Ionizing Radiation Protection 
(ICNIRP)(ICNIRP)
oo ICNIRP develops exposure guidelines across ICNIRP develops exposure guidelines across 

the NIR portion of the spectrumthe NIR portion of the spectrum

•• SCCSCC--34 34 IEC TC106IEC TC106
oo The scope of TC106 is narrower than that of The scope of TC106 is narrower than that of 

SCCSCC--34 (limited to exposure assessment)34 (limited to exposure assessment)



ComparisonsComparisons
IEEE/ICESIEEE/ICES

•• processprocess
oo open/transparentopen/transparent

•• participationparticipation
oo broad/large committeebroad/large committee
oo open membershipopen membership

•• proceduresprocedures
oo formal/supervised (SASB)formal/supervised (SASB)

•• logical division of standardslogical division of standards
oo exposure standardsexposure standards
oo product standardsproduct standards

•• rules for implementationrules for implementation
•• process for appeals/interpretationprocess for appeals/interpretation
•• formal link to meas/assessformal link to meas/assess
•• not funded

ICNIRPICNIRP
•• processprocess

oo not obviousnot obvious
•• participationparticipation

oo small group (~ 14)small group (~ 14)
oo appointedappointed

•• proceduresprocedures
oo not obviousnot obvious

•• division of standardsdivision of standards
oo no divisionno division
oo exposure guidelinesexposure guidelines

•• no rules for implementationno rules for implementation
•• no process for appeals/interpretationno process for appeals/interpretation
•• no formal linkno formal link
•• funded by grantsnot funded funded by grants



Cheers/JeersCheers/Jeers

ICES (SCCICES (SCC--28/SCC28/SCC--34)34)
•• Emerging Emerging ““brand imagebrand image”” internationally, but internationally, but --

oo ““IEEEIEEE”” still conveys aura of industrystill conveys aura of industry--dominated   dominated   
committee to many outside the UScommittee to many outside the US

•• No support for key members to attend specific No support for key members to attend specific 
meetingsmeetings

ICNIRPICNIRP
ICNIRP guidelines are ICNIRP guidelines are ““recognizedrecognized”” by WHO by WHO ––
mandated as basis for EU regulationsmandated as basis for EU regulations
Some willingness to coordinate with ICES?Some willingness to coordinate with ICES?
Member expenses for meetings is funded by ICNIRP Member expenses for meetings is funded by ICNIRP 



Proposed ResolutionProposed Resolution

(1)(1) Form a new entity SCCForm a new entity SCC--39, called ICES, an 39, called ICES, an 
umbrella organization comprised of SCCumbrella organization comprised of SCC--28 28 
and SCCand SCC--34.  34.  

(2)(2) ICES will be an SCC to provide oversight and ICES will be an SCC to provide oversight and 
manage the Technical Committees.manage the Technical Committees.

(3)(3) SCCSCC--28 becomes TC95; SCC28 becomes TC95; SCC--34 becomes TC 34 becomes TC 
34. Each TC will operate exactly as they do 34. Each TC will operate exactly as they do 
now, i.e., develop and approve draft now, i.e., develop and approve draft 
standards. The subcommittees will remain the standards. The subcommittees will remain the 
same. same. 



Proposed ResolutionProposed Resolution

(4) SCC39 sponsor balloting will be  conducted by (4) SCC39 sponsor balloting will be  conducted by 
means  of invitation to the SCC39 ballot pool means  of invitation to the SCC39 ballot pool 



ICES as the Focal Point in the Global Program
for EME Safety Standards

IEEE SASB

Management, 
Oversight,

Fundraising, etc.

TC-95 TC-34 TC-XX

Liaison with National 
Groups: NCRP, ACGIH, US 
Fed. Agencies, Canada, 
China, Ireland…….

Liaison with 
International Groups:
ICNIRP, WHO, IEC, 
NATO…...

Exposure
Standards

Product
Standards

Environmental
Standards?

SCC39
ICES

(AdCom)

SC-1 SC-2 SC-5SC-4SC-3 SC-1 SC-2 SC-3

SC-1: Measurements
SC-2: Warning Signs/Hazard Comm
SC-3: 0-3 kHz
SC-4: 3 kHz - 300 GHz
SC-5: EEDs

SC-1: Marine Radar
SC-2: Wireless Phones
SC-3: RF-Protective Clothing



Proposed AdCom Leadership  Proposed AdCom Leadership  

Chair
Vice Chair
Past Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
TC Chairs
Members at large
Representatives* * 

*Representatives of IEEE Societies, other supporting *Representatives of IEEE Societies, other supporting 
entities, the general public, etc.entities, the general public, etc.



SummarySummary
ICES will fulfill the need for a truly open ICES will fulfill the need for a truly open 
international forum to develop standards 
for the use of electromagnetic energy

Proposed structure would ensure the 
important logical and separate development 
for exposure, product, and related 
standards

Lead the way towards rational harmonized 
standards that will both protect people and 
support the advancement of technology



ProposalProposal

Motion:  The IEEE Standards Board Motion:  The IEEE Standards Board 
agrees in principle to create a new agrees in principle to create a new 
SCC, SCC39, with the combined SCC, SCC39, with the combined 
scope of both the current SCC28 and scope of both the current SCC28 and 
SCC34. These two SCC34. These two SCCSCC’’ss will then will then 
become Technical Committees under become Technical Committees under 
SCC39SCC39



IEEEIEEE

InternationalInternational
Committee on Committee on 

Electromagnetic Electromagnetic 
SafetySafety

ICNIRP ICNIRP workshopworkshop in Sevillein Seville
IRPA IRPA meetingmeeting in Madridin Madrid

Dr. Ralf BodemannDr. Ralf Bodemann
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ICNIRP Workshop Seville, Spain 20ICNIRP Workshop Seville, Spain 20--22 May22 May
Workshop Workshop coco--sponsoredsponsored byby ICNIRP, WHO, ICOH, ICNIRP, WHO, ICOH, 
and URSIand URSI
Inthronisation of Inthronisation of newnew commissioncommission
~ 270 ~ 270 attendeesattendees
total: 31 total: 31 talkstalks and 51 and 51 postersposters
EMF: 15.5 EMF: 15.5 talkstalks and 35.5 and 35.5 postersposters
Topics: Basics, WHO Topics: Basics, WHO activitiesactivities, RF , RF risksrisks, , WirelessWireless
communicationscommunications, UVR, , UVR, Laser&LEDsLaser&LEDs, , PrecuationaryPrecuationary
Framework, ICNIRP Framework, ICNIRP philosophyphilosophy and and futurefuture programprogram

URSI URSI workshopworkshop on on MedicalMedical ApplicationsApplications and EMFand EMF
10 10 talkstalks ((bonebone healinghealing, , interferenceinterference, MRI , MRI 
developmentsdevelopments))



Highlights and Highlights and ObservationsObservations
ICNIRP ICNIRP philosophyphilosophy and and futurefuture workingworking programmeprogramme:         :         
Bernhardt: Bernhardt: „„subjectivesubjective““ effectseffects maymay bebe consideredconsidered
VecchiaVecchia: no : no needneed to to changechange limitlimit valuesvalues
„„cosmeticscosmetics““ workwork, , e.ge.g. . statementstatement on on safetysafety factorsfactors
carefulcareful applicationapplication of WHO of WHO PrecPrec. Framework . Framework 
E. van E. van DeventerDeventer: WHO : WHO activitiesactivities
RF RF healthhealth riskrisk assessmentassessment (IARC 2005, WHO 2006)          (IARC 2005, WHO 2006)           
International International standardsstandards: ICNIRP and IEEE                    : ICNIRP and IEEE                    
WHO WHO PrecautionaryPrecautionary Framework Framework proceedsproceeds
WirelessWireless communicationscommunications:                                              :                                              
Anderson: Anderson: reviewreview on on in vivoin vivo studiesstudies
HietanenHietanen: : reviewreview on human on human laboratorylaboratory studiesstudies
summarysummary: no : no conclusiveconclusive evidenceevidence forfor adverseadverse
healthhealth effectseffects belowbelow thethe limitlimit valuesvalues











Paolo Paolo VecchiaVecchia ((newnew ICNIRP ICNIRP chairchair))
on WHO on WHO PrecautionaryPrecautionary FrameworkFramework

non-precautionary



IRPA 11 IRPA 11 meetingmeeting in Madridin Madrid



IRPA 11 IRPA 11 meetingmeeting in Madridin Madrid
VenueVenue: Madrid City Congress Hall                         : Madrid City Congress Hall                         
closeclose to San to San BernabeuBernabeu StadiumStadium
1180 1180 paperspapers in total                                               in total                                               
55 55 focussedfocussed on NIR                                              on NIR                                              
35 on EMF35 on EMF
KeynoteKeynote lecturelecture byby Bernard Bernard VeyretVeyret on       on       
Mobile Mobile PhonesPhones and and HealthHealth
Oral Oral sessionsession withwith 8 8 talkstalks
(Dr. (Dr. IkehataIkehata „„BiologicalBiological effectseffects of ELF of ELF BB--fieldsfields““
Bodemann Bodemann „„ICESICES--StandardsStandards““))
PlenaryPlenary sessionsession on EMF and on EMF and CancerCancer



Media Media attentionattention



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

ICES
International Liaison Report

Washington D. C.
20 June 2004

Michael R. Murphy, PhD
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ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

Outline

• Recent International EMF Meetings

• Upcoming EMF Meetings

• Extras

• Invited Presentation:
– Nisakorn Manatrakul - Thailand



Recent EMF Meetings

ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

• Asia-Pacific EMF Conference, 26-30 Jan 2004, Bangkok, Thailand 
– Supported by WHO, USAF, Thai Ministry of Public Health

• Methodology in Bioelectromagnetic Experimental Investigations
Ettore Majorana Centre, School of Bioelectromagnetism
21 April 2004 - 27 April 2004, Erice, Sicily

• Workshop ''Influence of RF Fields on the Expression of Stress
Proteins'' April 28th - 29th, 2004,  Helsinki, Finland

• ICNIRP Fifth International Non-Ionizing Radiation Workshop.
Seville, Spain - May 20-22 , 2004



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

• USAF, WHO, Ministry of Public Health-Thailand, Health Canada
– 140 at Conference

• Tutorial:  Introduction to EMF Health Issues : 200 participants
- Regional Concerns on EMF Health Issues 
- Research on EMF Biological Effects and Dosimetry
- Electromagnetic Interference on Medical Devices
- Standards Harmonization:  The WHO Framework
- Regional and International EMF Standards – Ron Petersen for ICES
- Public Policy and Acceptability/Risk Communication

• Asia Pacific EMF Conference (Bangkok)
26-20 Jan, 2004



Recent EMF Meetings

ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

• 9th International Advisory Committee (IAC) Meeting, 
7 - 8 June 2004, Istanbul, Turkey

• WHO Workshop, Sensitivity of Children to EMF Exposure, 
9 - 10 June 2004, Istanbul, Turkey

Dr Nesrin Seyhan



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

Upcoming EMF Meetings
• Air Force Workshop at BEMS 

– Measuring and Modeling Thermal Responses to Directed Energy
– Washington D. C., 20 June 04

• BEMS 2004  - June 21-24  Washington D. C. 

• Combined meeting of ICES and COST Action 281 Paris, 
September 20-22:  POCs: Eleanor Adair &  Norb Leitgeb 

• Mobile Communication & Health.  Medical, Biological and 
Social Problems, 20-23 September 2004, Moscow, Russia

• COST 281 Workshop RF EMF Exposure Assessment and  Dosimetry 
Paris,  September 23-24, 2004.  POC:  René de Sèze



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

Upcoming EMF Meetings
• 3rd International Workshop on Biological Effects of 

Electromagnetic Fields, 4 October 2004 - 8 October 2004
Kos, Greece http://imm.demokritos.gr/bioeffects/index.html

• Do Current International Guidelines Provide
Sufficient Protection Against EMF Exposure?
8-9 November 2004, Ljubljana , Slovenia
Info@albatros-bled.com

• Molecular and Cellular Mechanisms of 
Biological Effects of EMF, UNESCO/WHO Seminar,
2-5 March, 2005, Yerevan, Armenia
biophys@ipia.sci.am

http://imm.demokritos.gr/bioeffects/index.html
mailto:Info@albatros-bled.com
mailto:biophys@ipia.sci.am


ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

10th Annual USAF Workshop at BEMS
1 - 5pm – Diplomat Ballroom

Measuring and Modeling Thermal Responses to 
Directed Energy Exposure

• Welcome and Introduction – Patrick Mason

• 10-Year History of the Air Force Workshop – Michael R. Murphy

• On the Prediction of Human Physiological Responses to RF Energy
Deposition – Eleanor R. Adair

• Modeling Thermal Responses of Tissues Exposed to RFR - Ken Foster

• Computational Modeling of Whole-Body RFR Heating - David Nelson
and Al Curran

• Modeling of SAR and Temperature Distributions Around Metallic
Implants in RF Exposed Workers - Ray McKenzie,
Robert McIntosh, and Vitas Anderson



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

10th Annual USAF Workshop at BEMS
1-5pm – Diplomat Ballroom

Measuring and Modeling Thermal Responses to 
Directed Energy Exposure

• Modeling & Analysis of the Temperature Rise Linked to Handsets - Joe Wiart

• Warmth Sensation on the Head Associated with Mobile Phone Use: 
Electromagnetic Field Effects? – E. Elabbassi and René de Seze

• Thermal Modeling of Local Low-Level Millimeter Wave Irradiation 
- Stanislav Alekseev and Marvin Ziskin

• Infrared Thermography of Millimeter Wave Exposed Rats - Becky Brott
and Nancy Millenbaugh

• Modeling Heat Transport and Biomarker Release in Living Rat Skin 
Exposed to Millimeter Waves - James Weaver

• Hyperthermia Applicator Design - Peter Zwamborn



Extra: BEMS Special Issue

ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

• Reviews of the Effects of RF Fields on Various Aspects of Human 
Health.  Bioelectromagnetics, Page 1- 213, Supplement 6, 2003.  

– Based on a workshop “Setting a Science-Based Standard for 
Safe Human Exposure to RF Electromagnetic Fields:  A Tribute 
to Dr. Eleanor R. Adair” at the Meeting of the BEMS, Quebec 
City, June 2002, organized by the USAFRL.



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

Extra:  Mr. James Merritt Retires
• Fifty years of U. S. Federal Service

– 47 with the USAF

• Thirty years professional activity in
Bioelectromagnetics

– Calcium efflux
– BBB
– HPM, Ultrawideband
– Long-term exposures
– Millimeter waves
– Environmental Impact Statements

• Expected to join Air Force Research
Laboratory Emeritus Corps



ICES - International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety

Invited Presentation

EMF Concerns and Standards 
in Thailand

Nisakorn Manatrakul, M.Sc.
Division of Radiation and Medical Devices

Ministry of Public Health
Thailand



EMF Concerns and Standards in 
Thailand 

Nisakorn Manatrakul

Mana Sriyudthsak
Kitti Petchsanthad

Surasak Parisanyakul
Siriwat Wasoontarajaroen

Ministry of Public Health, Thailand
nisakorn@health.moph.go.th
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At present, there is no organization working directly on 
EMF biological effects, regulation control and exposure 
standards in Thailand.

Ministry of Public Health (MOPH): 

Department of Health is responsible for prevention and control of 
environmental diseases and impacts of environmental conditions 
on population’s health.

Department of Medical Sciences (DMSc), is responsible for the 
development of guidelines for safe use of radiation and medical 
devices.



Recent activities carried out by scientists from 
universities, MOPH and EGAT:

1.Participatory Disease Investigation of 
Transmission Line Workers at EGAT

2.EGAT’s Practice on Managing Electromagnetics
Fields in Thailand

3.Leakage Radiation from Microwave Ovens

4.Microwave Leakage and Power-Frequency 
Magnetic Fields from Microwave Ovens



Participatory Disease Investigation of 
Transmission Line Workers at 

Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT)

Mana Sriyudthsak

Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, THAILAND
smana@chula.ac.th



Objective:

Preliminary survey to find correlation between 
occupation and health of transmission line workers at 
EGAT

Expectations:

Preliminary results on correlation between occupation 
and health of transmission line workers both in benefit 
and adverse



Data Collection
Information 
sources

Information

Workers 
(questionnaire)

- Gen. Data  (name, gender, age, ID)
- Occupation (office, hot-line, station)
- Health data (any disease)

HR Dept. - Gen. Data(name, gender, date of 
birth,    ID,start working date)

Medical Dept. -Gen. Data  (name, gender, ID, age)
-Physical data (weight, height, 
pulse, BP) 
-Biochemical data (lipid, blood 
glucose, uric, BUN, enzyme)



Summary of Hypertension

2. Relative risk of 500kV worker is lower than other groups. 
RR(500kV/230 kV)  = 0.78,  RR(500 kV/115 kV)  = 0.64

1. Low number of hypertension found in the group
working within 30 m from hot lines

3. But correlation between hypertension and age 
is also found



Summary of Hypercholesterolemia

1. It was found that cholesterol level of worker in hot-
line was lower than other groups.

RR(Hot-line/Office)      = 0.74  
RR(Hot-line/Station)    = 0.80

2. No obvious correlation was found between 
occupation, voltage level, distance from hot-line with 
the triglyceride level.



Summary on Cancer

• All workers( 4 cases) who have cancer are 
working close to hot-line less than 30m

• But only 5 from 1898 cases



Summary of Tumor

• All workers (only 4) who have tumor are working 
near hot-line less than 30 m

• But only 4 found from 1,898 cases



Summary (1)

Positive Effect Negative Effect

1. Low hypertension was 
found in workers who are 
working near hot-line 0-30 
m.

2. Low relative risk in 
hypertension for 500 kV 
workers

3. Low cholesterol level was 
found in hot-line workers 
than other groups.

1. Cancer and Tumor 
were found only in 
hot-line workers 
who are working 
near hot-line 0-30 m

If considered only electrical parameters: 



Summary (2)
But if all Hill’s criteria are applied to evaluate the 
results, it still could not conclude that there is 
effect of electrical parameters to the evidence of 
diseases since it was found correlation with age 
and behavior.



EGAT’s Practice on Managing Electromagnetic Fields in 
Thailand 

Kitti Petchsanthad, Treeratana Ingprasert,

Transmission Line Technology and Aviation Department
Transmission System Maintenance Division
Transmission System Business
Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT)

Email: Kitti.P@egat.co.th



THAILANDTHAILAND APECAPEC--EMFEMF-- 20042004

Parameter Maximum Values
In R.O.W. Edge of R.O.W.

E-Field 15 kV/m 2 kV/m
M-Field - 15 µ T

AN - 55 dB(A)

RI - 40 dB
60 M.6060 MM..

24 M.2424 MM..115 kV.115 115 kVkV..

230 kV.230 230 kVkV..

500 kV.500 500 kVkV..

40 M.40 40 MM..

EGAT- Right of  Ways Width



Leakage Radiation from used Microwave Ovens:
1. Parisanyakul, S., et al. 
(100 used microwave oven from 25 manufacturers with 
the power output range 480 to 1000 watts and inner 
capacity of oven range from 0.5 to 1.6 cubic foot were 
measured)

2. Wasoontarajaroen, S., et al. 
(125 used microwave ovens from 31 manufacturers, with 
maximal power of 500 and 1100 Watt and ages ranging 
from less than 6 months to 13 years, were inspected for 
microwave oven leakage levels and power frequency (50 
Hz) magnetic field strengths)



Results:

1. None of the oven models evaluated were  
found to emit radiation in excess of the   
maximum allowed leakage specified in the    
regulations of a number of foreign countries.

2. Measurements showed that the adverse health 
effects are not expected to occur as a result of  
radiation exposure during cooking with these   
microwave ovens



3. Magnetic field measurements were  
found to be below the majority of  
exposure guidelines recommended by 
a number of foreign countries and 
international organizations



Public Concern

MOPH is most often called by members of  public 
who are concerned about possible health risk of using 
mobile phones for personal communication, electrical 
appliances for cooking, computer monitor, living near 
power lines and base stations. 

EGAT is also frequently contacted by customers who 
live near power lines about possible health risk and 
safety. 



Voluntary Standard

EGAT adopted Florida’s magnetic 
field limit of 150 mG (15 µT) and the 
E-field limit of 2 kV/m at the edge of 
rights-of-way (ROW) as practical 
guidelines



At the moment, 

MOPH is considering the 
establishment of a non-ionizing 
radiation (NIR) protection group to 
address public concerns about the 
safety and safe use of NIR-emitting 
devices. 



Acknowledgement

Asian Office of Aerospace          
Research and Development 

for funding support



Thank you



© 2002-2004 APREL and SSI
Presentation to RABC EMC Committee  

March 2004 1

Spectrum Sciences 
Institute

IEC TC 106
Update

Kathy MacLean

Chair, WG4 IEC TC 106; Vice-Chair, IEEE SCC34
Co-chair, RABC EMC SC RSS 102 WG

President, APREL Laboratories
Member of the Board, Spectrum Sciences 

Institute

51 Spectrum Way, Nepean, Ontario, Canada K2R 1E6
Tel. (613) 820-2730  Fax (613) 820-4161

e-mail  kathym@aprel.com
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RF Exposure and Measurement Standards Developments

IEEE (USA & International)
ICNRP, NCRP
IEC (International) 
CENELEC (Europe)
HC, IC, RABC, Spectrum Sciences Institute (Canada)
Australia/New Zealand Standards(Australia)
MIC (Korea) 
ARIB (Japan)
IDA (Singapore)
other “derivative” country standards (China, Taiwan, Russia, Mexico, 
Brazil…)

News flash China:  standard is being prepared – originally, limits were 
to be 1 W/kg (10g)!  Now proposed 2 W/kg “required”; 1 W/kg 
“recommended”
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IEC TC 106

Mandate for measurement methodologies only:  completely limit-
independent
Work started in November, 2000 in Montreal
Executive:

Chair Ronald Petersen (USA)
Secretary  Michel Bourdages (Canada)
Assistant secretary Dr. Thomas Fischer (Germany)

5 Working Groups, 7 Project Teams 
Two projects now entering CDV stage
“DC –300 GHz  Two standards entering CDV (voting) process

Demarcation between low frequency and high frequency is somewhat
arbitrary (0 to approximately 100kHz and 100 kHz to 300 GHz)
Subjects which fall into both ranges will usually be treated in one group (eg. 
electronic article surveillance responsibility of WG4, high frequency)
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IEC TC 106
WG1 (Deschamps) - Measurement and Calculation Methods for Low Frequency (0 to 
approx. 100 kHz electric and magnetic fields and induced currents –

WG1 will produce Basic Standards.

WG2 (Roux)  - Characterization of Low Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields 
Produced by Specific Source 

WG2  will produce Product Family Standards.

WG3 (Baron) - Measurement and Calculation Methods for High Frequency (approx.
100 kHz to 300 GHz) Electromagnetic Fields and SAR

WG3 will produce Basic Standards.

WG4 (MacLean) - Characterization of High Frequency Electromagnetic Fields and SAR 
by Specific Sources

WG4 will produce Product Family Standards.

WG5 (Verholt) - Generic Application of Test Instrumentation and Measurement 
(Guidelines for product committees)
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WG 1

Project 62226 – Calculation methods of induced 
current in human body by electric or magnetic field 
in low or intermediate frequency range.
1 st CDV complete
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WG 2

Project 62233 – Measurement methods for low-
frequency magnetic and electric fields of domestic 
appliances with regards to human exposure.
106/58/CD comments were due October 2003  -
extension requested to 300 GHz, not considered 
acceptable and outside of original scope
Expecting a CDV 2004
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WG 3 

Project 62334 – Measurement and Assessment of 
Human Exposure to High Frequency (100 kHz to 300 
GHz) Electromagnetic Fields
Preparing for a CD in 2004
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IEC TC 106 WG4 activities
WG4 (MacLean) - Characterization of High Frequency Electromagnetic Fields and SAR by Specific 
Sources

WG4 will produce Product Family Standards.
Current projects:

62209
Part 1, SAR for handsets, 300 MHz-3 GHz - voted
Part 2, SAR for other handheld and body worn devices, accessories, and multiple sources, 30 MHz-6GHz

62232
Base stations – under change of convenor now – SMB put back to zero (4 years) as of February 2004; 
First meeting (workshop) in Washington DC June 16th 2004

62369* - Assessment of human exposure to electromagnetic fields in the frequency 
range of 0 -300 GHz

Part 1: Electronic article surveillance systems, RFID and similar systems (ANW: 03-03/CD1: 04)
Part 2: Alarms, asset tracking, telecommand and control and similar short range low power radio 
devices (ANW: 03-03/CD1-04)

*Moved from CENELEC (50357)

Future projects
All other “high frequency” products – microphones, shipboard comms, etc.
Computation (poss. liaison with IEEE 1529) 
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IEC TC 106/PT 62209 Work on SAR Estimation
Measurement standards
Work started in November, 2000 in Montreal
many common members with IEEE + others
Chair M. Meier, Motorola Germany
PT 62209 Part 1 scope parallel to IEEE 1528
IEEE SAM phantom adopted (not CENELEC)
CDV (voting) stage closed on Jan 9th. Vote positive – many comments 
require resolution – including confirmation of normalization in 
measurement (”probe tilt”) etc.  FDIS expected 2004
Work begun on Part 2 in 2002 – includes accessories, body mount, 
handhelds, cameras, frequency extension (30MHz – 6 GHz), multiple 
sources, etc.  (not part of the Part 1 draft for vote).
Part 2 is covered by the Category “D” liaison with IEEE SCC34
Last meetings: October 2003, hosted Spectrum Sciences Institute in 
Ottawa, October, 2003, immediately prior to IEC General Assembly in 
Montreal and February 2004, hosted by Telecom Italia Mobile, Rome. 
May 2004, hosted by Motorola
Next meeting – June 2004 (ad hoc only); October 2004 (full) 
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IEC TC 106/PT 62209 Work on SAR Estimation

Work begun on Part 2 in 2002 – includes accessories, body mount, 
handhelds, cameras, frequency extension (30MHz – 6 GHz), multiple 
sources, etc.  (not part of the Part 1 draft for vote).
Part 2 is covered by the Category “D” liaison with IEEE SCC34
Major issues;  Fx over 3 GHz (somewhat contradictory technical 
approaches; modelling work needs to be expanded);  Fx below 300 
MHz; phantom definitions, intended use positions, multiple source 
devices (simultaneous transmission/colocation), spacing/multipliers, 
etc.
Last two meetings: October 2003, hosted Spectrum Sciences Institute 
in Ottawa, October, 2003, immediately prior to IEC General Assembly 
in Montreal and February 2004, hosted by Telecom Italia Mobile, 
Rome.  Next meeting May 2004.
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WG 5 

Project 62311
106/70/CDV
Generic Product Standard to demonstrate the compliance of 
electronic and electrical apparatus with the basic restrictions 
related to human exposure to electromagnetic fields (0 Hz to 
300 GHz)
Ballot due on the 15th of October 2004 (National Committee 
Dates prior)
References IEC 61786:1998 Measurement of low-frequency 
magnetic and electric fields with regard to exposure of human 
beings – Special requirements for instruments and guidance for 
measurement
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New Work Item Proposal

New Work Item Proposal from the Japanese NC: 
Requirements for Measurement Procedures of 
Magnetic Fields Generated by AC Power Lines with 
Regard to Human Exposure will be discussed at the 
Chairman’s Advisory Meeting June 28th 2004
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Harmonization – IEEE AND IEC

IEEE SCC 34 WG1 and 2 and IEC TC 106 WG4 have substantial common
membership at the working group and project team level
IEEE/IEC harmonization meeting in FDA (February 2002) – included 
common Chair (R. Petersen), IEC PT Chair M. Meier, IEEE WG Chair, H. 
Bassen, K. MacLean, and T. Harrington
IEC TC 106 PT 62209/IEEE 1528 harmonization has been a priority and has 
been successful (some comments on CDV related to “tidying” this up)
Category “D” liaison established for new work between IEC TC 106 PT 
62209 and IEEE SCC 34

A “Category D” liaison involves organizations that can make an effective 
technical contribution and participate at the working group level or specific 
project level of the IEC technical committees or subcommittees. Obvious 
goals are standards harmonization, avoidance of divergence of standards, 
and minimizing duplication of effort.  The work of IEC TC106 and IEEE 
Standards Coordinating Committee 34 (SCC34) is an example. 
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Harmonization – CENELEC AND IEC

CENELEC TC 211 (Chair, Phil Chadwick) was renamed to TC 106x (2001) to 
reflect the migration of technical work related to measurements to IEC TC 
106 
Transition plans from CLC to IEC in place now or in development
CLC TC106x standards all being produced in 2 parts (methods and limits) to 
facilitate transitions
For example, IEC PT 62209, once voted and finalized will replace the 
EN50361 (for measurement, but not for limits) – note this was supposed to 
be a parallel vote; now will be automatic 
Majority of other countries’ standards are derivatives or combinations of 
CLC, IEC, FCC Supp. C, and/or IEEE – convergence is expected – successful 
resolution at GRSC helps to recognize and encourage this fact
K. MacLean, R. Petersen “permanent” invited guests from TC 106 (non 
European); CENELEC Secretary, T.Fischer is also Assistant Secretary of IEC 
TC106.
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Implementation/Approval Issues

Devices are getting more complex and smaller

wireless phones, cordless phones, pagers etc.
Body-worn operating configurations are getting popular

wireless phones, cordless phones, 2-way radios etc 
Product cycle is getting much shorter - more devices

Multiple sources transmitting concurrently
Wireless modems, hand-held organizers, POS - Internet Access
Bluetooth, 802.11 a/b/g/… and other modules/”modules” - more 
issues – host dependence
need to implement RF exposure procedures for approving bodies 
to review and approve equipment requiring RF exposure evaluation
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Harmonization:  Outcome for GSC 8 (reported in 
2003)

The majority of other countries’ standards are already derivatives or 
combinations of IEC and/or IEEE (plus FCC, CLC)
Scientific and engineering research into measurement 
methodologies, particularly for new technologies, continues to be 
very important 
IEC TC 106 and and IEEE SCC34 consist of international experts in 
these fields from the majority of SDO’s
Harmonization of RF safety measurement standards is highly 
desirable, particularly in light of the rapid development of new
wireless technologies
GSC should encourage SDO’s and regulators to consistently 
globally harmonize their measurement methodologies for 
human exposure to RF
Resolution proposed with help of TIA was passed



Sensitivity of children to EMFs
Workshop

• WHO EMF Project, 9-10 June 2004
• Istanbul Turkey
• Open conference
………………………………..
• June 7-8 &11th Closed IAC meeting, 

WHO research agenda, 
• draft framework document on 

Standards
• Draft precautionary framework for ELF 

& RF
• EMFnet
ICES June 19, 2004 sajohnston 
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Aetiology of Childhood 
Leukaemia

Tracy Lightfoot
Epidemiology & Genetics Unit 

The University of York, UK, 
ICNIRP May 2004, Seville 

ICES June 19, 2004 sajohnston 
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What is Leukaemia ?
• Leukaemia is a clonal disease 

originating in a single cell
• It evolves by the accrual of mutations 

within a clone resulting in genetic 
diversification

• Dominant mutant subclones are then 
naturally selected.

• The nature of the clone and how far it 
has evolved determines the clinical 
outcome

• Delay in diagnosing increases the 
likelihood that the clone will have 
progressed to the point that additional 
mutations will have been acquired
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Age distribution of childhood leukaemia
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Genes of interest 
• MLL

– found in infant ALL and secondary t-AML
– over 50 partner genes
– regulates homeotic gene expression and chromatin 

stability
• AML1 

– frequently involved in leukaemogenesis
– combines with TEL TEL-AML1
– activated tyrosine kinase or novel protein

• Knockout studies have demonstrated that 
AML1/TEL/MLL are all essential for haemopoiesis
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• What is the second hit?

• Is there a single cause for all types of 
childhood leukaemia?

• Is there a role for a gene-exposure 
interaction?



COST 281 STM Children & RF

• Gerd Friedrich reported results on 
2 independent cognitive studies 
on teenagers & RF. Preece UK, 
Haarala Finland, no effects either 
study reported at Conf but not yet 
published (Budapest, EBEA?)

• STM , May 2002, Chair Luc 
Martins  Belgium in progress (on 
COST website)

ICES June 19, 2004 sajohnston 
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WHO EMF Project Istanbul June 9-10, 
2004, Sensitivity of children to EMFs
WHO Policy development: EMF science 
policy & children’s health:
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Dr Marco Martuzzi
European Centre for Environmental 
Health WHO Rome, mam@who.int

Precautionary Principle

• Taking action in the face of scientific uncertainty
• Reversing the Burden of Proof
• Openness
• Analysis of Alternatives
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Dr Hilary Walker DH, UK1

• Limit public exposure
• Measure exposure
• Reduce scientific uncertainty
• Increase public information & involvement
• Give advice to the public including the use 

of mobile phones by children
• Review the science in 3 years
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Stewart Recommendations on 
children’s use of mobile phones

• Children may be more vulnerable because:
• -of their developing nervous system
• -the greater absorption of energy in the tissues 

of the head.
• -of a longer life time of exposure
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Dr Paolo Vecchia Chair ICNIRP

ICES June 19, 2004 sajohnston 
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ICNIRP CONCLUSIONS
• The protection system using basic 

restrictions and reference levels makes the 
ICNIRP guidelines flexible and applicable to 
virtually any exposure condition, and to any 
group of the population.

• system allows any specificity to be 
incorporated in a way that is straight, 
logical transparent and conservative

• Therefore there is no need or justification 
for a special approach to the protection of 
children



The WHO Precautionary Framework Conclusions 
& Recommendations. M Repacholi

ICES June 19, 2004 sajohnston 
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Suggestions for what WHO might 
recommend (EMF & Child Fact Sheet?)
• Need reasonable measures in line with the severity 

of the risk to children. Based on science. Should 
reduce concern of the public by being careful how 
message worded

• Should be cost effective (new facilities?)
• Pregnant women..to protect the fetus..reword..
• Research.. Cohort study children to be included
• Information to public..understand EMF.how to 

reduce exposure. Where are the EMF facilities..how 
to use phone & keep exposure low

• Use of mobile phones by children
• Restrictions on where facilities can be sited..not near 

schools, sensitive areas necessary?
• Stakeholder/public input..siting facilities
• Encourage manufacturers to reduce EMF from devices and 

provide info about emissions..use best engineering practice
• Measures should REALLY reduce exposure..but don’t tamper 

with health guidelines
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